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Engineers of all backgrounds understand the need to model a design before committing a sig-
nificant investment in constructing a product. Likewise, software engineers have long used models
and model-based design techniques to address the many sources of complexity in software construc-
tion. Unfortunately, powerful value-added applications of modeling (e.g., formal verification, code
generation, and evolvable and demonstrable connections between model and source code) have yet
to mature into a form that is usable by practitioners. Consequently, software models, if they are
developed at all, are of little use to anyone but the modeler and are soon lost or outdated after the
initial release of a product. My research is concerned with how to bring models, modeling methods,
and model-based design tools into main-stream software development. To this end, I have pursued
several lines of research, including the use of code generation, analysis, and programming-language
extensions.

1 Code generation from declarative models

My work in model-based code generation began while I was a graduate student at Georgia Tech and
continued during my first two years at MSU. I worked on a project called MASTERMIND, which
was concerned with automatically generating interactive systems with graphical user interfaces from
declarative models of a system’s presentation (i.e., graphics), of its dialog with a user, and of its
functional capability. In most approaches to model-based code generation, the model comprises a
collection of parameter choices and selections, which are then used to customize a generic software
module with a well-defined integration interface. Inevitably, the modeling language used in such
an approach differs from the more abstract models of human–computer interaction used by human-
factors analysts and the powerful presentation models used by graphic designers. MASTERMIND

was unique in its attempt to generate code from these more abstract models and in its use of multiple
models, each of which represents a different design point of view (i.e., presentation, dialog, and
function).

While these views simplified the specification of user interfaces, the code that corresponds to
behavior in each view tended to be fragments of classes and methods that cross cut module bound-
aries. Because this code could not be localized into a coherent module with a well-defined inter-
face, integration was difficult. To address these problems, I combined ideas from the theory of
multi-paradigm specification [ZJ93, ZJ96, Jac95], which lays the foundation for what it means to
compose a specification from multiple views written in different notations, with implementation
techniques from the emerging field of generative programming, which uses meta-programming to
synthesize software from reusable code fragments. The theory dictates that each model in a multi-
paradigm specification denotes a partial specification that uses and constrains terms in a vocabulary
that is shared among all of the models, and the collection of these partial specifications compose by
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conjunction [ZJ93, ZJ96].

I developed a technique to formulate each MASTERMIND model as a partial specification in the
LOTOS notation [BB87], such that the behavior of the integrated system can be specified as their
conjunction (i.e., synchronized parallel composition) [Sti97, SR98]. I then developed an integra-
tion architecture to support LOTOS-style synchronization and a library of reusable class fragments
from which to assemble the code generated by each MASTERMIND model [Sti99a]. MASTER-
MIND code generators then translate each model (in isolation) into a collection of these fragments,
and fragments generated from different models are woven together to form the classes that imple-
ment the integrated application [SR00]. This work culminated in an article that describes the issues
involved in generating and integrating code from multi-paradigm views, a problem I termed the
model-composition problem [SR98, SR00].

In practice, the impact of the MASTERMIND tool suite was ultimately limited by the power
of the composition language (i.e., LOTOS). LOTOS provides powerful facilities for expressing se-
quences of actions, which are ideal for specifying and composing vanilla user interfaces with stock
widgets—such as buttons, sliders, and text fields. Unfortunately, action languages are awkward
for expressing so-called status phenomena [AD94], which are common in more interesting user
interfaces, especially those involving direct manipulation. To address this deficiency, I developed a
more powerful composition language based on UML state diagrams, which provides primitives for
expressing both status- and event-based phenomena [SA98, Sti99b].

I believe the lasting value in the MASTERMIND research lies in the lessons learned regarding
code generation from multiple models, each of which expresses an abstract view of the system be-
ing modeled. These lessons are timely because practitioners are increasingly adopting approaches
that involve multiple modeling notations, e.g., the Unified Modeling Language (UML). In addition,
the MASTERMIND experience suggests that model-based approaches to generating code for interac-
tive systems require software-component technologies that adequately handle both status and event
abstractions.

2 Extending languages with contract models

In the Fall of 1999, I began to pursue alternatives for exploiting models during development in ways
that would circumvent the model-composition problem. One well-established alternative is the use
of state-based modeling languages to declare and associate contracts with modules. A contract
specifies invariant properties that a module will maintain, assumptions the module makes about the
values of parameters passed to its operations, and guarantees that each operation will provide when
invoked in an environment that satisfies those assumptions [Mey97]. A module that is designed by
contract may assume (without containing code to verify) the rights specified in its contract, and this
ability affords dramatic reductions in the amount of code required to implement a module along
with a subsequent increase in assurance.

Around this same time, I began working with Laurie Dillon in the to explore how models,
model-based analysis, and model-based code generation could be used to simplify and increase as-
surance in the development of concurrent and distributed systems. Applications in which multiple
threads operate on shared data are notoriously difficult to design. Without proper synchronization,
concurrent access to shared objects can lead to race conditions, and incorrect synchronization logic
can lead to starvation and/or deadlock. In addition to being difficult to program correctly, synchro-
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nization logic leaves a huge footprint in the code, thus complicating assurance and maintenance.

To address these problems, Reimer Behrends (my first PhD student) and I developed a language
for expressing synchronization contracts, which when used in the development of multi-threaded
systems can obviate the need for explicit synchronization logic and bring about a commensurate
increase in assurance. A synchronization contract expresses the legal interactions of objects and
processes in a concurrent system [B+99]. Unlike the pre- and post-condition style contracts, which
a designer must verify at design time, synchronization contracts are negotiated at run time. Reimer
developed the universe model [BS00, Beh03], which later evolved into the Synchronization Units
Model (Szumo) [SBD05, BSD05]. Szumo enables the specification and run-time negotiation of
contracts that guarantee client objects exclusive and conditional access to one or more servant ob-
jects. The model is unique in its expressive power, which enables developers to declaratively specify
powerful synchronization guarantees without having to implement the logic to implement them.

To explore these ideas, we extended the Eiffel language [Mey97] with support for Szumo con-
tracts and implemented a run-time system that efficiently negotiates these contracts.1 We later de-
veloped a host-language–neutral formal semantics for Szumo and argued that this model integrates
well with strongly-typed object-oriented languages [SDB06]. These semantics are interesting be-
cause they formalize programs and contracts as partial specifications that compose by conjunction.
This gives some hope that we can connect synchronization contracts to even more abstract models
that denote a synchronization view, which can be analyzed for design flaws. Our early work on this
problem has yielded analysis frameworks using both constraint-logic programming [SSSD06] and
Alloy [DSSSF06].

3 Construction of tools for analyzing models

Another practical use of models is to uncover design flaws by analyzing a model rather than by
testing a fully developed system. Practical obstacles currently limit the widespread adoption of
exhaustive verification techniques, such as temporal-logic model checking and reachability analysis.
One obstacle is a disparity between the formal notations that are processed by model-checking tools
and the informal graphical modeling notations used in the majority of software-design tools. For
example, most tools provide their own notation for specifying models, and these notations differ
from the graphical notations (e.g., UML state diagrams) that are commonly used by practitioners.
With colleagues at MSU, I have been applying generative-programming techniques to build custom,
trusted analysis tools for models specified in both formal and informal (graphical) notations.

My first result, which is joint work with Laura Dillon, is the Amalia analyzer generator, which
generates custom analysis tools and components that meet several requirements [SD01a, DS01,
SD01b, DS03]. First, the generated analysis software supports extension and contraction—in the
sense suggested by Parnas [Par79]—so that software can be easily customized into useful subsets
and optimizations. Second, analysis capability is adaptable to existing modeling notations and inter-
nal tool representations, thereby making it easier to integrate into existing tools, such as CASE tools.
Third, we are able to demonstrate that the generated analyzers implement the desired functionality
by relating the generated code to the formal semantics of the language being analyzed.

At the time of publication of [DS03], Amalia was able to generate analysis components for a

1This compiler and other software can be found on the Szumo website:
http://www.cse.msu.edu/sens/szumo.
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variety of formal notations, e.g., LOTOS, propositional temporal logic. We are currently extending
this capability to include languages with more complex operational semantics, e.g., StateCharts,
and are integrating this capability into an existing UML-based CASE tool called ArgoUML. Here,
we treat UML state diagrams, which are loosely based on the (more formal) StateChart notation,
as StateCharts and apply formal analysis (based on an operational semantics of StateCharts) to
the UML diagrams [MDS05]. This framework enables the exploration of many different kinds
of, possibly domain-specific, optimizations. For example, one class of optimization incorporates
knowledge that all specifications to be analyzed are deterministic, which allows some reduction in
the number of states required to analyze a model.

Finally, I have had some success in applying Amalia-style generation to build tools that analyze
informal UML state diagrams using alternative semantics, specifically denotational semantics that
translate these informal diagrams into formal notations, such as Promela, LOTOS, and SMV. UML
draws its popularity from its informality. Unfortunately, the “wiggle room” afforded by such infor-
mality greatly complicates formal analysis. Moreover, the vast space of different formal semantic
models proposed for UML suggests (to me) that no single denotational semantics will ever be ap-
propriate for all application domains. Rather, we should be able to easily assign a domain-specific
semantics to models and to build model-editing and analysis tools that are easily instantiated with
these different semantic interpretations. My work in this arena involves tools and techniques for
making UML state diagrams traceable to domain-specific formal models [SDC05, DSC05].

4 Refinement-based approaches to model–program integration

The ultimate goal of my research is to promote the use of explicit modeling into an integral part of
the software-development process. To make progress towards this goal, I have been developing and
transitioning into practice value-added tools and techniques, such as analyzers, code generators, and
compilers and run-time systems for model-based extensions to programming languages. Because
my research inherently involves tool construction, I have had many opportunities to use models in
designs of my own systems and to use them in understanding and critiquing the designs of oth-
ers. Consequently, I have acquired significant practical engineering knowledge in how to construct
models, especially state-based models, and how to rigorously demonstrate that an implementation
is a correct refinement of a model that prescribes its behavior. This has led to several interesting,
tangentially-related projects. For example, in a reverse-engineering project with Spencer Rugaber
at Georgia Tech [RSS01, RS04], I explored how to use algebraic specifications to rigorously con-
nect domain-model concepts to highly optimized legacy code. This case study involved a family
of numerical root-finding algorithms, and we established connections by demonstrating a formal
refinement between the specifications of domain concepts and specifications of the implementation.
This work took advantage of the SpecWare generator [Kes98] to specify and demonstrate these
refinements.

One interesting issue relative to tool construction is how to build trust into the tools that are being
used to process models. Of the many tools that I have developed or participated in developing—
e.g., Mastermind code generators, the Amalia analyzer generator, and the compiler and run-time
system for the Szumo extensions to Eiffel—are themselves large and complex systems for which
assurance is difficult to ascertain. Trust in tools is essential to adoption by practitioners for any kind
of high-assurance application. The most feasible solution to this problem is to develop tools that are
verifiable by design. The engineering question is then, “How do we specify, design, and implement
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software tools so as to simplify the activity of verifying their correctness?”.

The only real solution I can see to this problem is to integrate design and verification in such a
way that the correctness of a design with respect to its specification can be discharged by inspection.
We refer to such a design as transparent with respect to its specification and to the general problem
of discharging correctness as one of making a transparency argument. This is not a new idea. Tony
Hoare once said:

There are two ways of constructing a software design: One way is to make it so simple
that there are obviously no deficiencies, and the other way is to make it so complicated
that there are no obvious deficiencies. The first method is far more difficult.

He is right: The first method is far more difficult. Design transparency in our sense of the term
involves the use of design patterns and metaprogramming techniques to reduce the verification of
a design with respect to a specification to a simple traceability problem. In [DS03], we showed
how to design analysis-tool components for transparency, and indeed the transparency argument
was a major result in the paper. We are in the process of applying a transparency argument to a
much larger and more complex problem, namely the decentralized collaboration-based design of
the Szumo contract-negotiation algorithm. This application is particularly interesting because the
demand for transparency forced us to rename and refactor functions and procedures into forms that
are amenable to discharge by inspection.

Related to design transparency is a new approach for engineering high-assurance software called
design for verification (D4V) [MP03, BBC05]. D4V is a general engineering approach which con-
cedes some degree of flexibility in design to enable the use of compact models during verification.
Our work on this front is described in [SSSD06].
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